Deep Cap Analysis of Gene Expression (CAGE): Genome-Wide Identification of Promoters, Quantification of Their Activity, and Transcriptional Network Inference.
Among the most significant findings of the post-genomic era, the discovery of pervasive transcription of mammalian genomes has tremendously modified our understanding of the genome output seen as RNA molecules. The increased focus on non-protein-coding genomic regions together with concomitant technological innovations has led to rapid discovery of numerous noncoding transcripts (ncRNAs). Biological relevance and functional roles of the vast majority of these ncRNAs remain largely unknown.The cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) technology allows accurate transcript detection and quantification without relying on preexisting transcript models. In combination with complementary data sets, generated using other technologies, it has been shown as an efficient approach for exploring transcriptome complexity.Here, we describe the use of CAGE for the identification of novel noncoding transcripts in mammalian cells providing detailed information for basic data processing and advanced bioinformatics analyses.